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Abstract: Monitoring gait quality in daily activities through wearable sensors has the potential to
improve medical assessment in Parkinson’s Disease (PD). In this study, four gait partitioning methods,
two based on thresholds and two based on a machine learning approach, considering the four-phase
model, were compared. The methods were tested on 26 PD patients, both in OFF and ON levodopa
conditions, and 11 healthy subjects, during walking tasks. All subjects were equipped with inertial
sensors placed on feet. Force resistive sensors were used to assess reference time sequence of gait
phases. Goodness Index (G) was evaluated to assess accuracy in gait phases estimation. A novel
synthetic index called Gait Phase Quality Index (GPQI) was proposed for gait quality assessment.
Results revealed optimum performance (G < 0.25) for three tested methods and good performance
(0.25 < G < 0.70) for one threshold method. The GPQI resulted significantly higher in PD patients
than in healthy subjects, showing a moderate correlation with clinical scales score. Furthermore,
in patients with severe gait impairment, GPQI was found higher in OFF than in ON state. Our results
unveil the possibility of monitoring gait quality in PD through real-time gait partitioning based on
wearable sensors.
Keywords: gait quality; gait phases recognition; machine learning; Parkinson’s disease;
motor fluctuations; wearable sensor system
1. Introduction
In the last decade, increasing attention has been paid to novel methodologies for the real-time gait
phase detection [1,2]. Assessment of gait temporal parameters has the great potential to objectively
evaluate patient recovery during rehabilitation treatments, to discriminate between normal and
pathological gait, and to reliably quantify typical hallmarks among gait impairments, such as motor
fluctuations in Parkinson’s Disease (PD) [3–6].
As of today, levodopa is the most effective medication in reducing PD symptoms [7]. However,
precisely tailored dosage of levodopa is crucial in limiting side effects, which significantly impinge
patients’ capability in performing daily motor activities [8].
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Some patients with advanced PD experience motor fluctuations which cause also alternation
between higher (ON state) and lower (OFF state) levels of gait quality, due to the long-term levodopa
syndrome [8]. Many of these so-called motor fluctuations appear throughout the day, related to drug
dosing, worsening functional independence linked to gait quality [9]. Common motor fluctuations
are [8]: wearing-off effect, i.e., periods in which patients experience motor impairments earlier the end
of dose due to a loss of treatment efficacy, and peak-dyskinesia, i.e., involuntary movements related to
a (subjective) over-dose levodopa plasma level. Such motor fluctuations cause a sensible deterioration
of patient’s quality of life. Motor fluctuations lead to fatigue and exhaustion, also increasing the risk of
fall [10], social withdrawal and isolation and consequent frustration and depression [10].
Currently, patient’s home-diaries are the most adopted method for assessing motor fluctuations,
presenting high inaccuracy of patients self-report, especially when OFF and ON episodes closely
occur [6]. UPDRS-III rating scale [11] can be used for motor assessment, but it actually limits motor
evaluation to clinical setting and expert clinicians. Furthermore, motor and gait assessments are
conducted in motion laboratory setting, by using high accurate optical tracking sensors, an expensive
methodology that limits the applicability to clinical environments. Recently, the adoption of wearable
solutions to assess parkinsonian motor symptoms based on gait segmentation [12] has become
prominent. A further developmental stage in these methodologies, aimed at analyzing phases
distribution in every single stride, would have a tremendous potential in real-time monitoring of
gait disturbance in PD patients. Overcoming limitations of traditional monitoring methods through
wearable technologies could provide sensible advantage in drug administration, improving both
treatment efficiency, and patient’s quality of life. More specifically, the continuous assessment
of gait symptom status during the day on a digital diary, accessible to clinicians, could provide
helpful information helping in the periodical adjustment of the dosage for the pharmacological
treatment. Furthermore, such a methodology, when coupled with a smartphone app, would have
a tremendous potential in advising the patient on his current gait quality, prompting him about risk
of fall. Lastly, the measurement could be used to trigger or modulate specific treatments, such as
rhythmic auditory stimuli, which proved to improve motor performance [13].
Estimation of gait temporal parameters, such as swing or stride time, allowed the identification of
arrhythmic steps leading to falls [14]. Freezing of gait was found to be strictly related to gait asymmetry
of swing phase [15]. In general, stance sub-phases, such as loading response, flat-foot and pre-swing,
have been considered clinically meaningful parameters to reveal gait pattern changes [4,16–18].
In particular, an abnormal loading response leading to instability can be improved with levodopa
treatments in PD [19]. Parkinsonian gait is characterized by a different average load distribution with
respect to normal one, lower under the heel and higher under midfoot, reflecting the difficulty of
patients to produce a normal “heel to toe” roll-over [20]. By increasing midfoot load during flat-foot
phase, PD patients compensate possible loss of balance frequently occurring [21]. Furthermore,
the reduction of pre-swing phase, caused by decreased plantar forces at forefoot, implies a reduced leg
acceleration during swing phase, worsening stride length and gait speed [20]. Thus, daily monitoring
of gait phase distribution in loading response, flat-foot, pre-swing, and swing phases, which compose
the four-phase model, can play an important role in PD treatment.
Nowadays several methodologies have been validated to implement the four-phase model,
involving different inertial sensor systems and computational algorithms, such as threshold methods
and machine-learning approaches [1,16,22–26]. Regarding different sensors’ positions, footwear-based
systems are the most used when considering four-phase model [1]. A threshold method, processing
pitch angular velocity, the norm of 3D acceleration signal, and the derivative of 3D gyroscope signal
norm of foot-worn inertial sensors, was proposed by Mariani et al. to detect swing and stance
sub-phases [16]. This method has been validated only on patients before and after surgical treatments
for ankle osteoarthritis and aged-matched healthy subjects. Rueterbories et al. proposed a sophisticated
threshold-based algorithm for automatic gait event detection by means of the radial and tangential
acceleration of the foot [22]. The accuracy of the proposed method has been investigated in healthy
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adults and in hemiparetic individuals during level walking with a metronome. An ambulatory
monitoring system for the estimation of spatial and temporal parameters involving foot sagittal
angular velocity was proposed by Sabatini et al. [26]. This approach allowed gait event identification
needed for both gait partitioning and strap-down integration.
A machine-learning approach based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was introduced by
Mannini et al. for gait segmentation using a foot-mounted gyroscope [23]. Authors validated
this methodology both on normal gait and pathological gait, such as Huntington’s disease and
post-stroke [27]. Lately, Taborri et al. validated a novel machine-learning approach based on two or
more scalar HMM for the control system of a pediatric exoskeleton [28] and the same authors proposed
the optimization of the training procedure to avoid the time-consuming subject-specific training
procedure [24,25]. These methodologies showed excellent results in comparison to foot-switches as
reference system, goodness index was never higher than 0.21 ± 0.17.
To the best of our knowledge, all the mentioned methods have been tested only on subjects’
population including ankle osteoarthritis, hemiparetics, individuals with Huntington’s disease,
cerebral palsy and post-stroke, other than healthy adults. The lack of validation approaches involving
parkinsonian both in ON and OFF state may limit the applicability in real-time of these methods due
to the unforeseeable gait motor fluctuation levodopa-induced. Therefore, a comparative analysis of
different gait partitioning methods for the four-gait model is required to verify the applicability of
these methodologies both in ON and OFF levodopa conditions and to assess the best solution in term
of accuracy in PD.
To quantify gait quality fluctuations in PD through gait partitioning, the introduction of synthetic
indices based on measured gait phases is crucial. Several examples of overall indices have been
proposed in literature to quantify severity of walking condition [29–34]. A set of these indices
involves kinematic variables that cannot be evaluated through foot-worn sensor systems [29,30,32].
Contrarily, the Gait Variability Index (GVI) relies on spatiotemporal parameters measurable through
a footwear-based method [33]. However, Rennie et al. [35] discouraged GVI application in PD due
to its low sensitivity in discriminating between PD and healthy patterns. The above descripted
parkinsonian gait characteristics, encourage monitoring of the four gait phases distribution, with the
aim of preventing falls, detecting postural instability, and assessing motor fluctuations between OFF
and ON state. However, the lack of a synthetic index involving the assessment of all the stance
sub-phases and swing phase, calls for the development and validation of a novel approach to estimate
deviation of PD gait phase distribution from normalcy value.
The purpose of this study is twofold: (i) comparing different gait partitioning methodologies
involving threshold methods and machine-learning approaches for the estimation of the four gait
phases in patients with PD both in ON and OFF levodopa conditions; and (ii) validating a novel
synthetic index, the Gait Phases Quality Index (GPQI), for gait quality monitoring through gait
partitioning in PD.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects
Twenty-six patients with idiopathic PD (age: 71.6 ± 6.9 years) and eleven age-matched healthy
subjects (age: 70.1 ± 7.8 years) were enlisted in this study. More details on patients are reported in
Table 1. All participants presented no intellectual deficit and a full verbal comprehension. They did
not undergo any orthopedic and neurological surgery in the last three years before the study.
Healthy subjects in the control group (CG) did not present any other pathologies influencing their
walking capability. Patients with PD were able to walk independently and the inclusion criteria were:
(i) diagnosis of PD based on the established criteria [36]; (ii) UPDRS-III scale difference between
ON and OFF within the range 20–30% (assessed by an expert neurologist through UPDRS-III score,
both in OFF and ON state); and (iii) occurrence of motor fluctuations. Patients were recruited from
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the outpatients of the Policlinico Gemelli Hospital in Rome. Written consent was obtained from
all participants before performing the experimental procedure and the procedure was approved by
the Ethics and Medical Board of the Don Carlo Gnocchi Onlus Foundation, Milan, Italy, where the
experiment was carried out.
Table 1. Demographic data of PD patients. Patients’ motor condition is reported both in OFF and
ON state as UPDRS-III score and GAIT item (0 = Normal; 1 = Mild difficulty, may not swing arms or
may tend to drag leg; 2 = Moderate difficulty, requires little or no assistance; 3 = Severe disturbance of
walking, requiring assistance).
Patients Gender Age
OFF State ON State
UPDRS-III GAIT UPDRS-III GAIT
1 M 68 23 0 14 0
2 M 74 25 0 10 0
3 F 71 14 0 10 0
4 M 68 32 1 19 1
5 M 66 10 1 6 0
6 F 78 26 1 23 1
7 F 73 25 1 18 1
8 F 71 15 1 12 0
9 M 78 32 1 23 1
10 M 70 18 1 8 0
11 M 74 33 1 28 1
12 F 69 27 1 20 1
13 M 64 40 1 25 0
14 F 79 36 1 26 1
15 M 81 24 2 18 1
16 M 76 33 2 22 1
17 F 51 18 2 15 2
18 M 63 38 2 20 2
19 M 77 40 2 32 2
20 M 71 42 2 31 1
21 M 74 31 2 19 1
22 M 79 30 2 19 1
23 F 71 29 2 19 1
24 F 76 43 3 20 1
25 M 75 37 3 26 2
26 M 64 36 3 28 2
2.2. Experimental Setup
All subjects were equipped with two Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs, MTw, Xsens
Technologies—Enschede, The Netherlands) attached on the instep of both feet and eight force resistive
sensors (Wireless, Wave EMG, Cometa—Milan, Italy), four under each foot, as shown in Figure 1.
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Each Inertial Measurement Unit embeds a 3-axes accelerometer (±160 m/s2 FS), a 3-axes
gyroscope (±1200◦/s FS), and a 3-axes magnetometer (±1.5 Gauss FS). Only data from accelerometers
and gyroscopes have been used in this study to feed gait-partitioning algorithms. Sensors alignment
was performed manually by the same expert operator and each IMU was fixed with elastic straps to
limit relative movements between sensor and body segment. IMU sampling rate was set at 50 Hz.
Force resistive sensors were used as footswitches (FTSWs) to estimate reference gait events, yielding
the reference gait phase sequence. More specifically, four FTSWs were placed under each foot in the
following positions: (i) heel; (ii) first metatarsophalangeal; (iii) fifth metatarsophalangeal; and (iv) toe.
FTSW data were gathered at 2000 Hz and sent by two wireless modules placed on each foot to
the base receiver. FTSWs and IMUs were synchronized in starting and stopping the acquisition.
In post-processing, signals from FTSWs and inertial sensors were resampled at 200 Hz.
2.3. Experimental Procedure
All subjects were asked to perform three walking trials along a 20-meters pathway at their
comfortable speed. Gait patterns of PD were gathered both in OFF and ON state. OFF state was
assessed in early morning after twelve hours of drug free period. Later, ON state was evaluated one
hour after the intake of usual morning dopaminergic drug dose. Patients who experienced fatigue
were allowed to rest on a chair until they felt ready for the next walking trial. All subjects were able to
complete the experimental protocol.
2.4. Data Processing and Tested Methods
Data processing and data analysis were performed using MATLAB software (MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA). A gait cycle was assessed as the time period between two consecutive Heel Strikes
(HSs). According to the four-phase model, each gait cycle was subdivided into: (i) Loading Response
(LR), lasting from Heel Strike (HS) to Toe Strike (TS); (ii) Flat Foot (FF), from Toe Strike to Heel Off
(HO); (iii) Pre-Swing (PS), from Heel Off to Toe Off (TO); and Swing (Sw), from Toe Off to next
Heel Strike. Reference gait phases were assessed through FTSWs according the following criteria:
(i) Loading Response: only FTSW under heel was pressed; (ii) Flat-Foot: all FTSWs were pressed;
(iii) Pre-Swing: at least one out of toe, first and fifth metatarsus FTSWs was pressed; (iv) Swing:
none of the FTSWs was pressed. The comparative analysis of this study involved four gait-partitioning
methods, already introduced in literature for other pathologies, two based on threshold methodologies
and two based on machine learning approach. In Table 2, we report a brief description of the four
methods. We recommend reading the corresponding papers, cited in the reference section, for a deeper
understanding of each algorithm.
The output of all examined methods was the state sequence of LR, FF, PS and Sw. The first
three and the last three gait cycles were discarded to avoid gait acceleration and deceleration effects.
The accuracy of methods was assessed thought: sensitivity, also expressed as True Positive Rate (TPR);
specificity, also expressed as True Negative Rate (TNR); and, the Goodness Index (G), defined as:
G =
√
(1− TNR)2 + (1− TPR)2 (1)
where:
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
(2)
TNR =
TN
TN + FP
(3)
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Table 2. Brief description of the gait partitioning methods adopted in this comparative study.
Typology Sensor Signals Filters Method Description
S-method
[26] Threshold Single gyroscope
Sagittal angular
velocity of foot
2nd order low-pass
Butterworth filter with
15 Hz cut off frequency
Absolute value of the reference signal is used for identifying gait events.
Starting from FS, the HO/TS time instants occurred when the absolute
value of angular velocity exceed/was less than 30◦/s, respectively.
TO was the maximum value of the angular velocity in the clockwise
direction after HO. After mid-swing, HS was identified as the second
maximum value of the angular velocity in the clockwise direction.
R-method
[22] Threshold
Single 3-axes
accelerometer
Radial and tangential
component of foot
acceleration
2nd order low-pass
Butterworth filter with
6 Hz cut off frequency
and two low pass moving
average filters.
Gait events are identified by processing five reference signals: (i) the
resultant acceleration filtered with the 2nd order low-pass Butterworth
with 6 Hz cut off frequency (c50); (ii) its 1st and (iii) 2nd derivatives;
and, the resultant acceleration filtered with low pass moving average filter
with 1.25 s (iv) and 0.30 s (v) of window length (cA200 and cA50,
respectively). The 1st and 2nd derivatives of resultant acceleration provide
turning and inflection points needed to gait events identification. The two
moving average filtered signals provide constraining ranges allowing the
correct identification of turning and inflection points identification.
HMMsst
[28]
Machine
learning Single gyroscope
Sagittal angular
velocity of foot
2nd order low-pass
Butterworth filter with
17 Hz cut off frequency
This method processes the sagittal angular velocity of the foot, based on
the scalar continuous Hidden Model Markov (cHMM). Gait phases are
obtained as the likely sequence of the hidden states. The starting point is
the training procedure involving the Baum-Welch algorithm and a set of
model parameters: (i) the probability distribution matrix of the transition
state, chosen as a left-right model; (ii) the initial state vector distribution,
chosen giving the same probability for all phases, (iii) a vector of mixture
coefficients, i.e., the weights used to estimate the sequence of states;
and (iv) the mean and the standard deviation of the signal. This algorithm
is trained with signals gathered from two trials of a patient in a specific
pharmacological condition (OFF or ON), and tested with leaved out trial
of the same patient.
HMMspt
[24]
Machine
learning Single gyroscope
Sagittal angular
velocity of foot
2nd order low-pass
Butterworth filter with
17 Hz cut off frequency
Similar to the previous method, a scalar continuous Hidden Model
Markov is used to estimate gait sequence as the likely sequence.
For patients with motor deficit, the training procedure involves mean and
standard deviation of foot sagittal angular velocity of all trials of control
group. Afterwards, foot sagittal angular velocity of all trials of patients is
tested to estimate likely gait sequence.
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True Positive (TP) is the number of all transitions rightly detected by each method, compared with
transitions obtained from FTSWs. Similarity, True Negative (TN) is the number of all non-transitions
rightly detected. Moreover, all transitions and non-transitions wrongly detected were considered as
false positive (FP) and false negative (FN), respectively. According to [24], a 60 ms tolerance window
was set, centered on each transition state.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed using TPR and TNR.
G represents the Euclidean distance between the evaluated point in the ROC space and the point
[0, 1], that is the perfect performance in the ROC space, and it ranges into (0,
√
2). Each classifier
was considered: (i) optimum when G ≤ 0.25; (ii) good when 0.25 < G ≤ 0.7; (iii) random if G > 0.7,
according to [37].
The right and left gait sequences, obtained both for the four methods and FTSWs outputs,
were divided in LR, FF, PS and Sw, expressed as a percentage of the gait cycle. To estimate the
performance of each algorithm in measuring gait phase percentage, the absolute error for each phase
(LRe, FFe, PSe, Swe) was computed as the difference between the percentage of gait phase obtained
through each method, and percentage of gait phase obtained through the FTSWs.
2.5. Gait Phases Quality Index
In this study we introduced a novel index to synthetically quantify the quality of gait thought
gait phases. The Gait Phases Quality Index (GPQI) estimates the difference between the average
patient-phase sequence and those of control group. The GPQI was calculated as follows:
GPQI =
√√√√ 2∑
i = 1
(LRPD −mLRCG)2 + (FFPD −mFFCG)2 + (PSPD −mPSCG)2 + (SwPD −mSwCG)2 (4)
where i stands for the side (left and right); LRPD, FFPD, PSPD, SwPD represent the gait phases percentage
of patient with PD and mLRCG, mFFCG, mPSCG, mSwCG are the average values of gait phases in the
control group. The GPQI value is the Euclidean distance, in a four-dimensional space of the gait
phases’ distribution, between the point determined by the gait phases’ percentages of the examined
stride, and the point determined by the average distribution of gait phases among healthy subjects.
The GPQI value represents the deviation from healthy gait in terms of gait phases. A GPQI value close
to 0% represents a gait pattern similar to the healthy one. Mean GPQI was calculated considering the
gait sequence gathered from FTSWs. GPQI was computed both for patients, in OFF and ON state
(GPQIOFF, GPQION), to assess levodopa effects on gait phases distribution and for each control-group
subject (GPQICG) to quantify how gait patters of healthy subjects differed from the healthy average.
Similar to the percentage of gait phases, GPQI was also calculated for all methods, and the absolute
error in the estimation of GPQI (GPQIe) was computed. More specifically, for each stride, the absolute
error was calculated as the difference between GPQI obtained through the FTSWs and GPQI obtained
through each one of the gait partitioning methods. All parameters were computed for each walking
trial. The average value obtained across the three walking trials was used for the statistical analysis.
2.6. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed on the following groups: (i) the entire cohort of PD patients
(G0–3); (ii) a subset of 14 patients (G0–1) presenting a mild level of gait impairment; and (iii) a subset
of 12 patients (G2–3) presenting a severe level of gait impairment. A mild level of gait impairment
was addressed when the GAIT sub-item of UPDRS-III value related to OFF condition was lower
than 2, otherwise severe level of gait impairment was assigned. Statistical analysis was performed
using SPSS package (IBMSPSS Inc., Armonk, NY, USA). All data were tested for normality with
the Shapiro-Wilk test. TPR, TNR, G, LRe, FFe, PSe, Swe and GPQIe values were analyzed using
two-way repeated measures ANOVA tests, with Methods (four levels) and Pharmacological Conditions
(two levels) as within-subject factors. When significant differences were found, a Bonferroni’s test was
performed. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was adopted when the Mauchly’s test was significant
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and the assumption of sphericity was violated. Otherwise, p-value of sphericity was considered.
If the interaction effect Methods × Pharmacological Conditions was significant, the interactions
were broke-down, comparing OFF and ON pharmacological conditions separately. More specifically,
a one way repeated measures ANOVA with Methods (four levels) was performed both for OFF and ON
conditions. Furthermore, a paired t-test was computed to assess difference between GPQIOFF, GPQION
and an unpaired t-test between GPQIOFF, GPQICG and GPQION, GPQICG. A ROC curve analysis and
the area under the curve (AUC) were used to assess the capability of GPQI to discriminate between OFF
and ON state and between normal and pathological gait. Perfect discrimination is related to an area of
100%, while and area of 50% represents a worthless classifier. TPR, TNR, G, LRe, FFe, PSe, Swe and
GPQIe values were analyzed considering the entire PD population (G0–3). Conversely, to highlight
influence of gait impairment severity, statistical analysis of GPQI were performed considering G0–3,
G0–1 and G2–3, separately. Correlations between GPQI values and clinical scale were investigated using
Spearman’s Rho analysis on the entire parkinsonian population (G0–3,). To evaluate the quality of the
linear regression, the correlation coefficient (r) was used. The absolute value of r can be interpreted,
in agreement to [38], as: (i) no correlation, if |r| ≤ 0.1; (ii) mild/modest correlation, if 0.1 < |r| ≤ 0.3;
(iii) moderate correlation, if 0.3 < |r| ≤ 0.6; (iv) strong correlation, if 0.6 < |r| < 1; and, finally;
(v) perfect correlation, if |r| = 1. Furthermore, to evaluate test-retest reliability of GPQI related to the
three walking trials, the Intra-class Correlation Coefficients (ICC3,k) was calculated on G0–3 both in
OFF and ON state [39]. Values in range 0.0–0.4 were considered poor, 0.40–0.59 fair, 0.60–0.74 good and
0.75–1.00 to be excellent [40]. Then, to investigate the smallest amount of change in GPQI that unveils
a significant gait modification with respect to random measurement error, the Minimal Detectable
Change (MDC95%) was calculated, in accordance to [41]. The significance level was set at 0.05 for all
statistical tests.
3. Results
In Table 3, mean and standard deviation of TPR, TNR and G values are reported for all examined
methods, for the group G0–3. No statistical differences were found between left and right side for TPR,
TNR and G values. Therefore, only results from right side were reported.
Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR) and
Goodness index (G) of all methods both in OFF and ON state of right side.
OFF State ON State
S-Method R-Method HMMsst HMMspt S-Method R-Method HMMsst HMMspt
TPR 0.9 (0.1) 0.8 (0.2) 0.9 (0.1) 0.9 (0.1) 1.0 (0.1) 0.8 (0.1) 1.0 (0.1) 0.9 (0.1)
TNR 0.9 (0.0) 0.7 (0.1) 0.9 (0.1) 0.9 (0.0) 0.9 (0.1) 0.7 (0.1) 0.9 (0.1) 0.9 (0.0)
G 0.1 (0.1) 0.4 (0.2) 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.4 (0.2) 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1)
In OFF state the highest value of TPR and TNR was reached by S-method, HMMsst and HMMspt
and the lowest by R-method. In ON state the highest value of TPR was reached by S-method, HMMsst
instead the TNR highest value was achieved by S-method, HMMsst and HMMspt. Similarly to the OFF
state, the lowest value of TPR and TNR in ON state was reached by R-methods. G value resulted lower
than 0.25, for S-method, HMMsst and HMMspt, meaning that optimum performances were achieved
both in OFF and ON state by those methods. Only in R-method, G value exceeded the threshold of
0.25, both in OFF and ON state and its performance can be classified in good range (0.25 < G ≤ 0.7).
Regarding TPR, the two-way repeated measure ANOVA test showed no significant interaction
between Pharmacological Condition and Methods (p = 0.58). No significant difference was found
between OFF and ON state (p = 0.08). Furthermore, the main effect Methods resulted significant
(p < 0.01). In particular, R-method was statistically different from S-method (p < 0.01), HHMsst
(p < 0.01) and HMMspt (p < 0.01), as showed by Bonferroni post-hoc test.
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Similar results were obtained for TNR and G value. More specifically, regarding TNR, no statistical
interaction between the two main effects was found (p = 0.89) and between OFF and ON state (p = 0.86).
Differences were found between Methods (p < 0.01). In particular, R-method was statistical different
from S-method (p < 0.01), HHMsst (p < 0.01) and HMMspt (p < 0.01). As regard the G value, no statistical
interaction between Pharmacological Condition and Methods was found (p = 0.72) and between OFF
and ON state (p = 0.21). The main effect Methods was significant (p < 0.01) with R-method statistically
different from S-method (p < 0.01), HHMsst (p < 0.01) and HMMspt (p < 0.01).
In Table 4, mean and standard deviation of Absolute Error of each right gait phase and Absolute
Error of GPQI for all methods are reported considering G0–3 group. Similarly to TPR, TNR and G
value, no statistical difference was found between sides.
Table 4. Mean and Standard Deviation of absolute error in the estimation: Loading Response (LR),
Flat-Foot (FF), Pre-Swing (PS), Swing (Sw) and GPQI both for OFF and ON state.
OFF State ON State
S-Method R-Method HMMsst HMMspt S-Method R-Method HMMsst HMMspt
LRe (%) 0.7 (1.2) 4.7 (4.2) 2.5 (1.8) 3.8 (2.0) 0.5 (0.6) 5.4 (5.1) 2.6 (1.8) 3.7 (2.0)
FFe (%) 5.4 (3.5) 10.4 (7.9) 3.9 (3.0) 2.8 (2.2) 6.0 (4.3) 11.7 (11.6) 3.8 (2.8) 3.0 (2.0)
PSe (%) 5.9 (3.5) 9.2 (5.6) 3.2 (2.3) 3.3 (3.9) 6.2 (4.6) 9.6 (6.2) 3.5 (3.0) 2.8 (2.9)
Swe (%) 2.3 (2.6) 8.0 (5.1) 2.4 (1.8) 1.6 (1.8) 1.8 (1.7) 9.1 (6.5) 2.1 (1.4) 1.1 (0.9)
GPQIe (%) 4.7 (3.8) 10.0 (12.0) 3.2 (3.9) 3.2 (2.3) 5.6 (3.6) 10.1 (13.1) 3.7 (4.4) 4.1 (4.1)
Confirming results from G, TPR and TNR, the lowest values of absolute error in the assessment of
gait phases percentage was achieved by S-method, HMMsst, and HMMspt. In particular, for R-method
the high value of G both in OFF and ON state reflects on the highest absolute errors in the assessment
of FF and PS phases. The lowest absolute error in the assessment of LR was reached by S-method
both of OFF and ON state. The lowest absolute error in the estimation of FF and Sw was achieved by
HMMspt, instead the HMMsst and HMMspt allowed for the lowest absolute error in the estimation
of PS for each state. The lowest absolute error in the estimation of GPQI was achieved by HMMsst.
The highest absolute error was obtained for all gait phases, both for OFF and ON state by R-method.
The two-way repeated measure ANOVA test showed no statistical interaction for all absolute
errors between Pharmacological Condition and Methods (LR: p = 0.71; FF: p = 0.16; PS: p = 0.71;
Sw: p = 1.00; GPQI: p = 0.21). Similarly, no significant difference was found for all absolute errors
between OFF and ON state (LR: p = 0.59; FF: p = 0.97; PS: p = 0.94; Sw: p = 0.26; GPQI: p = 0.98).
Regarding the main effects of Methods, statistical difference was found for all absolute error
(LR: p < 0.01; FF: p < 0.01; PS: p < 0.01; Sw: p < 0.01; GPQI: p < 0.01). According to the post-hoc
test, statistical differences were found in the following pairwise comparisons: (i) S-method vs
R-method for LRe (p < 0.01) and Swe (p < 0.01; (ii) S-method vs HMMsst for LRe (p < 0.01) and
PSe (p = 0.01); (iii) S-method vs HMMspt for LRe (p < 0.01), FFe (p < 0.01), PSe (p = 0.02) and Swe
(p = 0.01); (iv) R-method vs HMMsst for LRe (p = 0.01), FFe (p < 0.01), PSe (p < 0.01), Swe (p < 0.01),
and GPQIe (p = 0.03); and (v) R-method vs HMMspt for FFe (p < 0.01), PSe (p < 0.01), Swe (p < 0.01),
and GPQIe (p = 0.05).
Mean and standard deviation of CG gait phases were found: (i) LR = 6.9 ± 0.7%;
(ii) FF = 39.4 ± 2.3%; (iii) PS = 16.2 ± 1.8%; and (iv) Sw = 37.7 ± 0.9%. In Figure 2, mean, standard
error, and ROC analysis of GPQI for patients in OFF and ON state and control groups related to G0–3,
G0–1 and G2–3 were reported.
PD patients of all three subgroups in OFF state reported a GPQI significantly higher that CG
(in G0–3: p < 0.01, in G1–0 p = 0.01, in G2–3 p < 0.01), similarly to ON state (in G0–3: p = 0.01, in G1–0
p < 0.01, in G2–3 p < 0.01). No statistical differences were found between OFF and ON state in G0–3
(p = 0.08) and G0–1 (p = 0.30), while in G2–3, significant difference was found between GPQI of patients
in OFF and ON state (p = 0.03). GPQI showed a high discriminating capability in discriminating
OFF parkinsonian gait from normal gait, as ROC analysis reported for all the subgroups (in G0–3:
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AUC = 89%, in G0–3: AUC = 80%, in G0–3: AUC = 98%). A similar trend was observed between
PD patients in ON condition and normal gait (in G0–3: AUC = 90%, in G0–3: AUC = 86%, in G0–3:
AUC = 95%). Instead, the accuracy of GPQI in discriminating OFF state from ON state resulted
acceptable only in G2–3 groups (in G0–3: AUC = 60%, in G0–3: AUC = 48%, in G0–3: AUC = 77%).
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Figure 2. (a,d,g) Mean and Standard Error of GPQI of patients in both condition (OFF, ON) and control
group (CG); (b,e,h) ROC analysis of GPQI for OFF vs CG and ON vs CG; (c,f,i) ROC analysis of GPQI
for OFF vs ON. Each chart type is reported for three subgroups, G0–3, G0–1 and G2–3, respectively.
The correlations of GPQI with clinical scales are reported in Table 5. In particular, GPQI in
OFF and ON state moderately correlated with GAIT sub-item of UPDRS-III in OFF and ON state,
respectively. GPQI resulted not statistically correlated with UPDRS-III score. ICC and MDC values
of GPQI related to CG were 0.96 and 2.58, respectively. In Table 6, ICC and MDC values of GPQI are
reported for each PD subgroup.
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Table 5. p-Values and correlation coefficient of Spearman’s Rho analysis of GPQI for the entire
parkinsonian population. Statistical significant differences are starred.
OFF State ON State
UPDRS-III GAIT UPDRS-III GAIT
GPQI p = 0.09r = 0.33
p < 0.01 *
r = 0.60
p = 0.17
r = 0.30
p = 0.03 *
r = 0.43
Table 6. ICC values and MDC values of GPQI index for the three subgroups, G0–3, G0–1 and G2–3.
OFF State ON State
ICC3,k MDC95% ICC3,k MDC95%
G0–3 0.99 4.87 0.99 3.78
G0–1 0.97 3.28 0.98 2.89
G2–3 0.99 5.95 0.99 4.50
Regarding ICC, results showed excellent test-rest reliability both in OFF and in ON state and for
each PD subgroup and in CG. The lowest value of MDC was related to the CG while the highest was
related to the OFF state of PD patients with higher disease severity.
4. Discussion
In this study, a comparative analysis of gait partitioning methods based on four-phase model was
conducted on PD patients during both OFF and ON state. Then, the validation of a novel synthetic
index based on outcome parameters was performed considering a cohort of patients with Parkinson’s
disease both in OFF and ON state, and a cohort of age-matched healthy subjects.
4.1. Technical Validity of Gait Partitioning Methods
The four-phase model, based on the estimation of LR, FF, PS and Sw phases, was analyzed by
means of two threshold and two machine learning methods using a footwear-based wearable system.
The comparison between gait phases obtained from tested methods and reference systems showed
acceptable sensitivity and specificity rate for all methods both in OFF and ON state. However, results
showed different behaviors between threshold methods. In particular, the lowest performance was
achieved by R-method both in OFF and ON state. This result may be justified considering that the
ruled-based filtering process, required for this methodology, could be not suitable for parkinsonian gait
due to its typical abnormality. In patients with shuffling steps, the reference signals used to identify
state transitions, such as cA200 and cA50, showed different shape with respect to signals related to PD
without shuffling gait. Those differences in signals features led to the misdetection of state transitions
of HS, TS and HO. Same results were achieved in [22] considering hemiparetic gait. Shuffling steps and
jerky movements have been demonstrated to mainly limit performance of these methods, facilitating
state misdetection [22]. In particular, for LR, FF, PS, and Sw of hemiparetic subjects, authors reported
error values in timing estimation of 65.3, 104.1, 73.6 and 70.7 ms respectively. Our results confirmed
these findings, as showed in Table 4, where R-method reported grater absolute errors. More specifically,
the highest absolute error was related to flat-foot phase both in OFF and ON state due to misdetection
of TS as HO. Furthermore, HO and HS events wrongly detected increase absolute errors of Sw and
PS phases.
In terms of sensitivity, specificity and goodness rate, optimal results were achieved for S-method,
both in OFF and ON state. Sabatini et al. [26] validated this methodology on healthy subjects reporting
an average time difference of 2 ms and 35 ms in heel strike and toe-off events detection, respectively.
The estimation of heel strike and toe off involving the identification of minimum peaks in foot angular
velocity was already validated both in normal and PD gait [3,42]. Contrarily, the identification of
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toe strike and heel off events based on threshold techniques required more attention, especially
in pathological gait. Our results showed that absolute value of the foot sagittal angular velocity
provides reliable patterns for the assessments of those events. More specifically, the 30◦/s threshold
proposed in [26] provided a reliable solution in the estimation of foot stasis, typical of flat foot.
Thus, this threshold method reported an optimal accuracy (G < 0.25) and a low absolute error in the
estimation of gait phases and GPQI both in OFF and ON state, leading the application in parkinsonian
gait monitoring.
A similar trend was achieved by machine learning approaches showing high accuracy in the
estimation of gait phases, both in OFF and ON state. Authors reported HMMsst goodness index values
of 0.12 ± 0.06 and 0.21 ± 0.11 for normally developed children and children with cerebral palsy [24],
respectively. Whereas, 0.12 ± (0.08) and 0.21 ± (0.17) were the goodness index values reported
for HMMspt [24]. Our results were similar both for HMMsst and HMMspt methods, confirming
the adaptability of machine learning approach to gait patterns typical of PD. HMMsst method
require patient specific training procedure, where a large amount of gait reference cycles have to
be gathered, for each patient, to train the algorithm. The introduction of a standard training set
related to healthy subjects avoids the training procedure, facilitating spreading of this methodology
over a large population. The combination of specific pros, such as high scalability on different
granularity in partitioning, applicability in daily life environments due to real-time estimation, and the
great adaptability encourage the development of a wearable system based on implementation of
this algorithm.
4.2. Clinical Validity of GPQI
Assessment of gait impairments through spatio-temporal parameters is useful both in clinical
and research settings [43,44]. In the last decade, the growing development of gait monitoring systems
produced a large amount of data. Thus, interpretation of results requires specific expertise, and it is
often considered as time consuming. For clinical purposes, summarizing gait parameters in a synthetic
index reflecting the patient’s status, would be of great impact [30].
In this study we proposed a novel synthetic index involving gait segmentation to easily assess
to what extent parkinsonian gait phases distribution differs from healthy values. The GPQI index
has been obtained involving reference gait phases of patient with PD both in OFF and ON state for
each subgroups (G0–3, G0–1 and G2–3) and of age–matched healthy subjects. Results showed lower
GPQI values for healthy subjects respect to patients with PD, regardless of the level of gait impairment.
Furthermore, the comparison between pharmacological conditions showed significant decrease
of GPQI values after pharmacological treatment for parkinsonians with severe gait abnormalities.
As expected, GPQI resulted in an objective evidence to discriminate motor abnormalities between
parkinsonian gait and normal condition considering the entire PD population (G0–3). In addition,
in patients with severe gait impairments (G2–3), GPQI showed a capability in discriminating motor
fluctuations. An increase of GPQI value reflects a worsening of patient gait conditions, allowing
the discrimination between a higher gait quality induced by drug assumption, and the abnormal
gait condition typical of the OFF state. The low performance of GPQI in the discrimination of
pharmacological condition in G1–0 is due to the general mild gait involvement of these patients in OFF
state, as GAIT sub–item attests. Regarding the entire patients’ population, results showed a limited
capability in the discrimination between OFF and ON state, attesting that gait motor fluctuations
assessment through GPQI can be useful only in patients with severe gait impairment. Parkinson’s
disease, in fact, is a complex neurodegenerative disorder characterized by both motor and non-motor
symptoms [45]. In some patients, gait motor impairment can be less prominent in comparison to
other symptoms, such as speech dysfunctions or rest tremor. In patients with mild gait impairment,
other methodologies need to be identified for monitoring of fluctuations. For the same reason,
GPQI resulted significantly correlated with GAIT sub-item of UPDRS-III score in both pharmacological
conditions, confirming the capability of GPQI in assessing disease severity. Otherwise, the absence of
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correlation between GPQI and UPDRS-III score can be justified by considering that UPDRS-III score
sums a set of other sub-items, such as speech, facial expression etc., not related to gait. Furthermore,
ICC values of GPQI were in the range of excellent in all cases, attesting an excellent test-retest reliability
of GPQI among trials. The MDC values of GPQI were calculated for each PD subgroup in both OFF
and ON state and in CG. These results encourage the use of GPQI, telling about its robustness with
respect to random measurement error and inter-trial variability.
Other authors recently introduced the GVI as a standardized index for quantifying gait
impairments through nine weighted spatio-temporal parameters [34]. Rennie and colleagues evaluated
the validity of GVI in patients with mild to moderate PD [35]. However, GVI scores of patients
with PD were found similar to GVI scores of healthy subjects, reporting low correlations between
other functional performance measures. The reason of this low sensitivity of GVI in parkinsonian
gait assessment was due to the inclusion of multiple spatio-temporal parameters. Key parameters
become levelled out by those less important leading bias [35]. Conversely, typical gait patterns of
PD patients, such as hobbling and shuffling steps, increase flat-foot and decrease swing phases.
As a consequence, the GPQI score seemed more sensitive than GVI in quantifying gait quality,
both in mild to moderate PD patients, and in patients with severe gait abnormalities, as supported
by our results. Our preliminary findings highlighted GPQI as a useful tool for assessing levodopa
effects on parkinsonian gait capability, in patients with severe gait impairments. The continuous
monitoring of GPQI in real-time, made possible through machine learning approach and wearable
devices, could be included into a digital diary, potentially accessible by clinicians remotely. Periodical
adjustment of dopaminergic medications’ dosage could be informed by the monitoring of gait
symptoms, which are crucial for some part of PD population. At the same time, if coupled with
a smartphone or smartwatch app, such a device could provide feedback to patients about their
current motor condition. This could be of great impact in terms of both self-awareness, a proved
important factor for rehabilitation [46], and warning about risk of fall. Furthermore, several support
treatments, such as rhythmic auditory stimuli proved their efficacy in improving gait performance in
PD population [47]. These treatments could be triggered or modulated by means of the gait quality
index, automatically evaluated in real-time.
5. Conclusions
Machine learning approaches showed high adaptability to different pharmacological condition.
Conversely, threshold-based methods presented heterogeneous behaviors. Caution is required in
choosing the suitable threshold algorithm in PD applications. Among other high-performing methods,
HMMspt presents some additional benefits. This algorithm could be applied in daily monitoring in
real-time. Furthermore, the inter-subjects procedure, already proposed in literature for other subjects’
populations, allows for the possibility to avoid training procedure, simplifying home monitoring
applications. The novel index proposed (GPQI) demonstrated to be an objective tool to address the
effects of pharmacological treatment on gait impairments in PD. The significant correlation with clinical
scale items encourages its adoption in daily monitoring through wearable sensors.
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